
 

 

Minutes for May 3, 2017  
Membership and Marketing Committee meeting 
 
Attending: Natalie, Jeff, Theresa, Kendall, Glenda, LaDonna, Judi 

 
Report from Kendall 
 
Making It In Crafts III is almost ready to go. Kendall said it will be a 
“fantastic” exhibit that’s a step up from Making It In Crafts II.  
 
Kendall reported that the survey on a new museum building generated 
nearly 1,000 responses. It was almost evenly divided among younger and 
older people. Seventy-five percent of respondents were women. Those with 
a Purdue affiliation accounted for just under fifty percent. Respondents are 
interested in exciting exhibits that are challenging, interactive and dynamic. 
They want live performances, both inside and outside, and a place to hang 
out. Gallery talks that explain exhibits also are popular. Lafayette and West 
Lafayette currently are doing an economic impact study of a new museum. 
That is expected in June. After that, the consultants will study the potential 
for raising the money. That will go through the end of the year. 
 
Report from Glenda on the Education Committee 
 
The committee is considering the possibility of working with children from 
the Bauer and Hanna centers during future summers.  
 
A grant will allow for a workshop to help teachers incorporate art in their 
subject matter. it will be June 13 at the museum. It will be led by Bob Sabol 
from Purdue.  
 
As a part of the museum’s new partnership with Westminster Village, six 
activities are planned with residents. The first will be a lunch and learning 
event in July.  
 
Membership tables/news releases  
 
We’ll have a welcome/membership table at the reception for the opening of 
Making It In Crafts III. Judi will be there. Kendall will check to see if one of 
the sponsors also would like to be at the table.  



 

 

 
Theresa is finishing a news release on the teacher workshop to go out 
shortly. 
 
 
Summer events 
 
The museum will participate in Art in the Park, Gallery Walks and Art on the 
Wabash. At Art in the Park and Art on the Wabash, we’ll have a table set 
up so visitors can do artist trading cards. These are particularly popular 
with children. For the Gallery Walks, the museum will have a membership 
table in connection with an artist or artists at a downtown venue. 
 
Photo ops at the museum 
 
The staff will look for visitors who would be willing to take selfies with some 
of the outdoor animal art and then share it for the Facebook page. 
 

Social media 
 
We will use Facebook, the website and the blog to generate ongoing 
interest in the Making It In Crafts exhibit through the summer.  
 
Note: The committee will not meet in June. The next meeting will be July 5. 
 
 


